Engineering Design Technology - (AAS.EDT)

Program Objectives (Goals)

A. **EDT Graduates – Employment & Education:**
   EDT graduates will achieve employment in their field of study, or continue their education.

B. **EDT Graduates – Competent Practitioners:**
   EDT graduates will enter the workforce as competent practitioners of their profession such that they can meet, or exceed, the performance expectation of their employers.

C. **EDT Graduates – Professional Advancement:**
   EDT graduates will be equipped to contribute to the team and adapt to changing technology by a commitment to professional ethics, effective communication and life-long learning.

D. **EDT Facilities – Classrooms, Labs, Technology:**
   Educational content & experiences will be delivered to students in the EDT program:
   1. By the most qualified faculty available
   2. In clean & safe classrooms.
   3. In state-of-the-art laboratories using the latest technology
   4. Using the most up-to-date version of CAD software
   5. Using a state-of-the-art Learning Management System
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